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By Nicholas A. Basbanes

Yale University Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, A World of Letters: Yale
University Press, 1908-2008, Nicholas A. Basbanes, For Yale University Press, which celebrates its
hundredth birthday in 2008, the century has been an eventful one, punctuated with no few surprises.
The Press has published more than 8,000 volumes through the years, scores of bestsellers and
award-winners among them, and these books have come to fruition through the efforts of a host of
colorful authors, editors, directors, board members, and others of intellectual and literary renown.
With an ear always cocked for an interesting tale, one of today's best storytellers presents an
anecdote-rich chronicle of the Press's first 100 years. Nicholas Basbanes, whom David McCullough
has called "the leading authority of books about books," quickly convinces us that the Press's
history, while bookish, is also lively and fascinating. Basbanes explores the saga behind the
acquisition of Eugene O'Neill's blockbuster play, the all-time Yale bestseller Long Day's Journey into
Night; the controversy sparked in 1965 by publication of The Vinland Map; the origins of the
groundbreaking Annals of Communism series, initiated in the wake of the Soviet Union's demise;
and many more highlights from Press annals. Basbanes looks at...
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just how
the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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